
2023 By-Election - Official List of Candidates

The individuals listed below are verified by the Chief Returning Officer to have met the
requirements for candidacy, as set out in the Electoral Code, and are declared as official
candidates for election to the respective position in the 2023 CUSA By-Election.

Candidates were declared as official upon verification by the CRO that they had:

1. Submitted a completed nomination form during the nomination period;
2. Submitted at least the minimum number of nominators required for the position

and had those nominators successfully verified as eligible voters;
3. Verified as being eligible to hold leadership positions within Carleton University;
4. Attended the all-candidates meeting, or approved alternative, to receive important

election information and had the opportunity to review all relevant election
policies and ask questions of the CRO; and

5. Signed the Candidate Code of Conduct.

Official Councillor Candidates (by Constituency)

Arts and Social Science
(3 seats)

Engineering and Design
(6 seats)

Science
(1 seat)

Alan-Shitu, Nissi Denault, Marc Sakiba, Dilkusha

Jeffrey, Piper Desveaux, Jaden

Kocsis, Alison Harper, Tryton

Sharma, Nads Haziza, Xavier

Nitta Mackay, Faye

Nsengiyumva, Clovis

Sayed Ahmed, Dana
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Prospective Candidate not Verified
The following individual submitted a nomination form as a prospective candidate in the
2023 CUSA By-Election, but was not able to be verified by the Chief Returning Officer to
have met the requirements for candidacy, as set out in the Electoral Code, and therefore
had their candidacy declared canceled.

Prospective candidates were declared canceled by the CRO after they:

1. Did not attend the all-candidates meeting, nor completed the approved
alternative;

2. Provided no communications to the CRO and failed to respond to any email
correspondence from the CRO, which included four emails over a span of one
week which notified them of the requirements they needed to fulfill in order to be
confirmed as a candidate; and

3. Did not sign the Candidate Code of Conduct.

McIsaac, Cassandra Arts and Social Science

Official Referendum Campaign Committees
The following campaign committees for the Unified Support Centre (USC) Emergency
Essentials Assistance Program Levy referendum have been declared by the Chief
Returning Officer as official campaign committees, constituted under S.13 of the
Referenda and Recall Policy, for their respective answer:

● “Yes” Campaign Committee - Co-chairs: Logan Breen and Aiden Rohacek
● “No” Campaign Committee - Chair: Ethan Buss

October 11, 2023

Connor Plante, Chief Returning Officer, Carleton University Students’ Association
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